Upcoming TIYC Events:
●

May 19th: from (2:00 to ?:00) Afternoon of fun at the Club
○
○
○

●

TIYC website

Dust off your paddle board and kayak and make a tour of clipper cove
Relax at the club, bring your favorite board game
Join us for Louisiana Jambalaya dinner at 6:00 ($15/person)

May 27th: Annual Memorial Day Cruise out to Angel Island
○
Memorial Day link

●

June 23rd Summer Sailstice Party & Cruise-out around TI

●

June 30th: 10th Annual Westpoint Regatta
○
Pre race party at Epic/ Waterbar June 29th @6PM
○
Westpoint Regatta link

●

July 4th: Annual Chili cook off/ hosted by Pete & Connie Van Putten

●

July 6-8th Alameda Yacht Club Cruise-in (not yet confirmed)

●

Date TBD Presidio Yacht Club Cruise-in (not yet confirmed)
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Treasure Island Updates:
●

Olympic Training Shifts to San Francisco/ By Us Sailing April 9, 2018
The Facility for Advanced Sailing and Technology has opened at Treasure Island Sailing Center. FAST USA
combines the resources of a three-way partnership between TISC, the St. Francis Sailing Foundation, and
US Sailing, the sport’s national governing body. The partnership will enhance the community-based
activities of TISC and create a flagship training base for the US Sailing Team of unprecedented scope and
technological sophistication. Full article

●

Building Up America’s Boat Clubs/ March 22nd, 2016 /by Troy Gilbert and Bernadette Bernon,
BoatU.S.

Boat clubs bring individuals and families together into a community that expands their access to and
enjoyment of boating. Why are some clubs struggling, while others are successful? Full article

300 Clipper Cove Way, SF, CA 94130
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YRA Interclub Series/ Regatta information link

300 Clipper Cove Way, SF, CA 94130
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TIYC Watch List Link
300 Clipper Cove Way, SF, CA 94130
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Note from our Membership Chair/ Mary Holden
●
There have been some very wonderful new members who have joined our yacht club
since January 1. Please make them feel welcome!! On January 7, the following
persons became new members: Reza and Shokoofeh Zargari, Cynthia Bronte, and
Anthony Cirillo. On March 4 the following people became new members: James and
Sandra Robbins and Dee Harrington. We are so pleased and excited to have them as
new members. Their contact information is in the updated roster on our website.
Members with boats looking for crew
●
Jim Robbins would like sailing mates on his C&C 29 ft. sloop. The name of his
sailboat is “Indulgence”, and it is docked at Treasure Isle Marina. Please email Jim at
robbinsjs2003@yahoo.com , or phone 415 292 6633.

300 Clipper Cove Way, SF, CA 94130
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“Idle Musings of the Club Secretary”/ by John Harrison
Making Sail: As we host more and more events, it is becoming painfully obvious that our clubhouse becomes incredibly noisy as the
space fills. From a sound engineering viewpoint, it seems that some dampening of the reflective concrete walls and ceiling could be
extremely helpful.
Does anyone have an old sail or two that he or she would like to donate to the cause of making the clubhouse a somewhat quieter venue
during major events?

Work Day: One of the things that has made Treasure Island a less desirable destination for sail-ins and the occasional cruiser is the
dilapidated condition of the docks. Between the disintegrating Styrofoam floatation and planking that has not weathered well, some
docks present stability challenges while other piers offer treacherous footing.
Treasure Island Yacht Club is considering initially offering the Marina a work crew on one or two weekend days, to rebuild the dinghy
dock and put solid flotation under the walkway so that our visitors can land and come ashore safely. The work should also position the
club as a good partner with Treasure Island Marina, LLC (the marina operator) and allow our voice to be better heard as development of
the rebuilt Marina proceeds.

300 Clipper Cove Way, SF, CA 94130
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“Idle Musings of the Club Secretary” Cont’d
Yacht Club Fleet: One of the challenges that the current, comparatively small membership of Treasure Island Yacht Club presents is
that it can be difficult to put together a decent size fleet of sailboats for a particular event, whether it be a cruise, a beer can race, sail
training or even offer members the opportunity to get out on the bay for a personal event.
There are a few boats that could be made available for use by club members but they would require monitoring, maintenance and
modest financial support.

Beer Can Races: Some members have expressed more than casual remorse that Treasure Island Yacht Club’s racing program vanished
when the Navy’s fleet of Rhodes 19s were removed concomitant with the closing of Naval Station, Treasure Island. TIYC does continue
support racing in San Francisco Bay by providing a race committee for two races, the South Bay Opener and the WestPoint. Further a
couple of our members participate in local races.
However, the club lacks a program which is dedicated to giving members the opportunity to learn about racing and, even more
importantly, develop racers who are credible contestants in local competitions.
Perhaps it is time to consider a modest revival of a modest racing program at TIYC, maybe with a midweek evening set of beer can races,
focusing on different skills for particular races, and even supported by informal discussions of tactics and strategies before races and
low-key critiques of results.
If interested in: Making Sail, Work Day, Yacht Club Fleet, Beer Can Races kindly let John Harrison [(650) 483 –
7106], or Jon Mohn [408-475-0236] know so that we can get these programs moving.

300 Clipper Cove Way, SF, CA 94130
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